The example discussed below was run from file /g/g18/covey1/CAM/vcam.104.tar. Appendices 1 and 2 are transcripts of interactive sessions on sierra.llnl.gov, showing (1) the directory structure after uncompressing vcam.104 .tar, which demonstrate how the model is built; and (2) typical output. Note in particular the "master control script" run_*.csh printed in Appendix 1. Running this script sets in motion a train of events that write other scripts and then run them to build the executable file (if necessary), submit it to a job queue, and automatically submit restarts after execution. The process begins with the command msub [scriptname] .csh and continues until the command mjobctl -c [jobnumber] cancels the next restart.
This particular example builds and runs Case cesm1_0_4_V_I_f09_f09-RSS0T42R10.
The case name indicates:
 Community Earth System Model version 1.0.4 (including CAM5 atmosphere) 2  Modified for Venus (V)  Idealized (I) sub-gridscale physics invoked by the ideal option upon configuring CAM, bypassing Earth-centric radiation code, etc.  Finite-volume (f) dynamical core with lat  lon resolution 1.25  0.9  Realistic (R) radiation transport with a simple surface (SS, i.e. with surface temperature set to a fixed value)-as opposed to idealized (I) forcing by relaxation to prescribed fields (idealized forcing method originally proposed by Held and Suarez 1994; application to Venus as specified by Lebonnois et al., in Towards Understanding the Climate of Venus, Springer 2013).  Starting from rest (0)  Topography (T) included  4 th -order divergence damping with 2 nd -order Laplacian sponge layer (42)  Default coefficient for damping reduced by a factor of 10 (R10)-as opposed to retaining its standard (S) value To be actually compiled and implemented, code changes must be made in subdirectories under $CCSMROOT/models/atm/cam/src, not in directory $CCSMROOT/Venus_add/Modifs_to_models/cam/phyvenus/ (which simply stores copies of modified models in a convenient place). A good test of code changes would be switching back to Held-Suarez relaxation. The resulting output should replicate Case I0T42R10 in Figure 5 (c) of Lebonnois et al. 2012 (JGR 117) . After this check, the next logical step would be to test the realistic radiation transport version with the spectral-element version of the dynamical core. This version conserves angular momentum much better than others (Lauritzen et al., JAMES 6, 129-140, 2014 source /usr/global/tools/dotkit/init.csh #use mvapich2-pgi-1.5 || echo "use mvapich2-pgi-1.5 FAILED" && exit 1 use mvapich2-pgi-1.7 || echo "use mvapich2-pgi-1.7 FAILED" && exit 1 use pgi-11.1 || echo "use pgi-11.1 FAILED" && exit 1 #use pgi-9.0.4 FAILS FOR cam5_1_15 and up. #=========================================== # SET ENVIRO VARS #=========================================== setenv LOGNAME `whoami#
/Users/covey1/VenusMissions/VenusGCM/SebastienLebonnois/Documentation/appendix1.docx
(showing input before running VenusCAM)
LLNL-TR-678754 5
setenv MACH prototype_sierra setenv COMPSET V_I # Venus cam setenv VENUSCASE ideal_phys # adiab or ideal_phys #setenv RES 0.9x1.25 setenv RES f09_f09 Per CESM User's Guide, this creates files that will "configure the case."
Per CESM User's Guide, this directory is "where the case will be created." In this example, it is /p/lscratchd/covey1/VENUS-CESM4/cesm1_0_4_V_I_f09_f09-RSS0T42R10/.
The CESM User's Guide says this directory "is normally NOT the same as" either $EXEROOT ("the executable directory") or 
